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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE GENITIVE ABSOLUTE 

Holger Thesleff 

Since CLASSEN published his Beobachtungen uber den homerischen Sprach
gebrauch (2nd edition, Frankfurt a.M. r879) little advance has been made 
towards solving the problem of the origin of the Greek genitive absolute. 

CLASSEN maintained, contrary to his predecessors (except KRtiGER), that the 
GA could not have originated from a specific kind of genitive, such as the 
)>genitivus causae>> or the >>genitivus temporis>>, but that it reflects the manifold 
use of the Greek genitive as a whole and, therefore, seems to have a complex 
origin.1 He referred 2 to the abundant passages in Homer where a substantive 
(or pronoun) in the genitive is qualified by a participle, but where the genitive 
is syntactically conditioned; i.e. cases such as the following (I take the examples 

quoted in ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER p. 398): Il. 8. I I 8 TOV o' l{}v~ flEflaWTO~ 
' I T ~ I e I I{} ~' ' ' ' ' 1 I r I 6 a x o v T t a e vuso~ vto~, 4 77 as sv u syw ovu a As y t ~ oJ XWOflcV1]~, g. 4 3 
lv{}' EflOl OVUETl naflnav E(!1]TVcT' EV ffJ(!B(Jl {}VflO~ naT(!O~ XWOflEVOlO uara 

fl t y a (! a arewcpfia{}at, I 2. 392 .Eaenf}OOVTl o' a X 0 ~ y t V c T 0 FAavuov 
' I Od 8 6 ' 'j .., ' I~' ~I ' ' ' ' I " antovro~, . . 5 4 aAAa Tou w~ noTE nareo~ syw stnovro~ a u o v a a. 

It is to be noted that frequently, at least from a logical point of view, no 
distinct boundary can be drawn between such constructions and real GA:s. 
ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER remark (l.c.): >>Die genannten und ahnliche Bei
spiele konnten von einen jungern Sprachgefuhl aus auch als volle genitivi 

absoluti gefasst werden>>. 
CLASSEN's view seems on the whole to have been accepted by modern 

scholars. Some have emphasized certain types of genitive as paving the way 
for the development, without, however, penetrating further into the question. 3 

And the theories of EnwARD SPIEKER, On the so-called Genitive Absolute 

1 See CLASSEN Beob. p. 184 ff. 
2 P. 16o ff. 
3 E.g. WACKERNAGEL, Vorl. iiber Synt. I p. 292 f. stresses the importance of the temporal 

genitive (as in vvur6s >>by night, in the night>>), HuMBERT, Syntaxe p. 282 that of the ablatival 
(separative) genitive. 
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and its use especially in the .. Attic Orators (AJPh. 6, 1885, pp. 310-343), 
and KARL KuNST, Vom Wesen und Ursprung des absoluten Genetivs (GL 

12, 1923, pp. 29-50),1 have not met with general approval. SPIEKER makes 
some objections to CLASSEN's thesis, to which we shall return later. His own 

explanation that the GA is in origin exclusively a temporal genitive, is hardly 

better founded than earlier theories of the kind; but as it has been further 
developed and supported by more advanced linguistic arguments in KuNsT's 

treatise we may conveniently deal with it in connection with the latter. 

KuNsT (following certain remarks made by GILDERSLEEVE on SPIEKER's 

exposition) is inclined to draw a fundamental distinction between the GA 

with the present (or perfect) participle and the GA with the aorist participle. 

The former is, according to KuNsT, originally a >>genitive of the sphere>>, a 
possessive (pertinentive), or above all a partitive genitive, the durative parti

ciple preserving in principle a temporal notion (>>while>>); whereas the latter 
is in origin an ablatival genitive, the participle, with its reference to· a single 

point of time, suggesting a causal sense (>>because>>).2 

KuNST is certainly right in pointing out the possibility of interpreting most 

of the Homeric GA:s with an aorist participle as having a causal notion: e.g. 

Il. 8. 37 w~ ftfJ naVTc~ OAWVTat 0 0 V a (J a fl t V 0 l 0 T c 0 'i o, 15. 328 lvf}a 8' 
avf]e EASV avoea '){, c 0 a a {} c t a 1] ~ V a fl· t V 1] ~. CLASS'EN had made the same 
observation,3 though he regarded the causal notion as a further development 

of the temporal which he considered primary. On the other hand KuNsT's dif

ferentiation between temporal present participles and causal aorist participles 

in the GA:s is evidently too radical. Why, for instance, should Il. I 7. 532 
ol o' ij'A{}ov x,af}' OftlAOV l T a t e 0 V '){, l '){, A f; a '){, 0 V T 0 ~ be considered as tem

poral, if Il. I 0. 356 EAncTO yae uara f}VflOV anoaT(!B1pOVTas srateovs ere Tewwv 
livat naAtv a E '){, T 0 (! 0 ~ 0 T (!V 'V a V T 0 s is causal? 4 Or cf. Il. 22. 287 uat 

1 J. TEUTSCH, Der absolute Genetiv bei Homer, Progr. Rudolfswert 1882, has not been 
accessible to me; but it does not appear to have brought new aspects into the discussion. The 
dissertation of E. WENTZEL, De genetivis et dativis linguae Graecae quos absolutos vocant, 
appeared (Breslau) 1828: in CHANTRAINE, Gramm.Hom. II p. 324 note I there occurs the 
misprint I 928. 

2 KuNsT p. 39· 
3 Beob. p. 180. 
4 In the former example, according to KuNsT (p. 38), >>empfand der griechische Sprach

gebrauch das Rufen als so lange (in seiner Wirkung) andauernd, his ihm durch das Herbei
kommen Folge geleistet war ... , so class selbst da das eADE"iv in die zeitlich ausgedehntere 
Sphare des xtuAf;axetv fallt>>. This explanation 1nay possibly illuminate the u s e of the present 
participle in this and corresponding cases; but it does not exclude a causal touch of me an
i n g, quite natural with this particular verb in this particular context. 
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XEV EAacp(!OTE(!O~ noAEftO~ T(!WE(J(J[ yevotTO (J E t 0 X a T a cp {} l fl B V 0 l 0 with 

24. 244 erJlTE(!Ol yae ttiiAAOV ~A xalOt(JlV 0~ laEafJE X E {V 0 V T E {} V 1J w T 0 r;. 

It may seem inadvisable to make, on purely logical grounds, a fundamental 

and genetic distinction between semantically related phrases. In fact, since 

many GA:s with a present (or perfect) participle, as KuNST himself admits, 

have an unmistakably causal tone (cf. further e.g. Il. 5· 86s olr; o' EX VECfJEOJV 

E(!E{3EVV~ cpatvETal a~e xavflaTO~ E~ a V t fl 0 l 0 ovaator; 0 (! V V fl t V 0 l o, 24. 
248 Ol o' 'Laav l~w a n E e X 0 fl 8 V 0 l 0 y t (! 0 V T 0 ~)' the argument loses 
some of its force. 

Let us, however, suppose that KuNsT's differentiation contains some truth 

and look at his derivation of the GA with the present (or perfect) participle. 

For them KuNST assumes partly an adnominal (or similar) origin, partly, 

and as it seems above all, a connection with the genitivus temporis - he is 

·somewhat obscure on this pojnt.1 KuNST, like SPIEKER (though the latter does 

not say so explicitly), appears to regard the type Il. 2. 55 I lvfJa at ftlV raveotal 

xai a(!VElOt~ [JLaovrca XOV(!Ol 'AfJnva{wv n E e l T E A A 0 p B V w V B V l a V T w V 

which is supposed to be a >>temporal genitive of the sphere>> (for the term see 

below p. I g I), as in some vvay or other a model for the use of the present GA 

in general, and in the first place for cases such as 11. I 8. r o xa{ ftOl EElnEv 

MV(!f-1lOOVWV TOV aetarov ETl 'w 0 V T 0 ~ E fl E t 0 • . . AElVJElV cpao~ ijEAlOlO, 

22. 432 rt vv {Jctopat alva na{}oiJaa a E iJ d nor E {} v 17 w r o r;; We have 
therefore to inspect the former type somewhat more closely. First, we find 

that the aorist cases cannot be fundamentally separated from the present 

cases even here. The following instances of what could be conveniently called 

>>time-GA:s>> are to be found in Homer: 2 In the plural like the above-men

tioned Il. 2. 55 I' but with the aorist participle Od. I. I 6 aAA~ OTE 0~ eror; 
·rljAfJE nEe t n A o fl t v w v £ v t a v r w v, with another present participle 

Od. I o. 4 70 OTE 0~ e' EVlaVTO~ er;v, JrE(!l 0~ lreanov cLeat fl1] V w V cp {} l V 6 v

·T w v, Od. rg. I 53 ( = 24. I43) aAA' OTE TET(!aTOV rljJL{}Ev lror; Xal sn~A.v{}ov cLeat 

I It may be asked, for instance, why the common GA expressing the absence of somebody 
(Il. 8. 522 Aawv dns6vrwv, Od. I4. 450 dnotXOfhSVOlO avarvror;, etc.) is derived from the adnomi
nal possessive genitive (cf. cases such as Od. I g. I 9 rei pot xard 0 l 'K 0 V arvnoea rvanvo r; 
.df1E(!08l narec){; dnotXOf.lSVOW KuNST p. 33 f.), whereas the type Sf.-l8V t;wvror; I rsf}vnwror; (Il. 
r8. 10, 22. 432, etc.) is put in direct connection with the temporal >>genitive of the sphere>> 
(cf. Il. 2. 55 I lvf}a os JUV raV(!OUJt ua1 aevswir; ZAaovrat 'KOV(!Ot :> Af}nvalwv Jic(!t7:8AAOJlSVWV 

. svtavrwv KuNST p. 38), in spite of the fact that similar apparently adnominal cases are to be 
found with this type, e.g. Il. I 3· 659 Ji 0 l V ij o' OVTt~ natoor; sy{yvsro T8f}V1JWTOr; · 

2 Here and in the following I rely on the material collected by CLASSEN, and controlled 
by KuNsT. 
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fl 'Y} V w V cp {} l V 6 V T w v. In the singular Od. I I. 295 ( = I4. 294) aAA' OTB fJ ij 
ftfJVe~ Te xai ~flE(!at E~BTBABVVTO a'ljJ n c e l T c A A 0 fl i V 0 V e T c 0 ~' with 
aorist participle Od. I I. 248 xales, yvvat, cptA6TrJTl" n c e l n A 0 /1 e V 0 V o' 
E V la V T 0 iJ Te~Bat ayAaa Texva, and with cp{}{vstv Od. 14. I63 ( = 19. 307) 
TOV o:'J avrov AV'Xa(Javro~ EAsvasTal sv{}ao' 'Oovaasv~, T 0 iJ fl s V p {} {V 0 v
i 0 ~ fl 'f) V 6 ~' T 0 V o:'J [aT a fl i V 0 to. Cf. further Il. 8. 538 'Xelasrat 
OVT'f){}et~, noAee~ o' Uf-lf{/ avrdv ETaleot, ij c A t 0 V a V l 6 V T 0 ~ E~ avetov 
and Od. 19. 519 w~ o:'J OTS llavoaeiov 'XOV(!'f) XAW(!'f)l~ UrJOWV uaAov astonatv 
Ea e 0 s viov [ (J T a f-l i V 0 l 0. For Od. I4. 475 see below p. 203. 

This is a fairly distinct phraseology with reference to the succession of 
years or months; the two last examples concern the change in the time of the 
day and the season; and in all instances the substantive is naturally a word 
for a tempo r a 1 period. As such the >>time-GA:s>> are not likely, as 
far as I can see, to bear any particularly close relation to the type lpsv 
Cwvro~ J rs{}vnwros where, it should be noted, t h e s u b j e c t of the GA 
is personal. 

It is quite possible to reconstruct an origin for both the singular and the 
plural time-GA:s independently of other GA:s. The last two examples suggest 
a direct connection with the old (singular) so-called genitivus temp oris 1 of the 

type Il. 8. 470 ijov~, 22. 27 07lW(!rJ~, h. Horn. 19. I7 eaeo~: in this respect I 
quite agree with WACKERNAGEL. 2 And in Od. 14. 163 (19. 307) we have a 
qualified prJv6~ which naturally suggests the regular genitive of the type 
ravT'f)~ rfj~ VV'XT6~, in fact represented in the preceding verse (roiJ o' avrov 
Avua{Javro~). There is nothing to prevent us from understanding Od. I I. 

248 in the same way, as it cannot be expected that KuNsT's theory should 

have absolute validity. 3 - In Od. I r, 295 ( I4. 294) we meet with a some
what different problem: the relation of the genitive to the substantives f.-lfJVe~ 
and ~pieat. I am inclined to think that this genitive is, in principle, an ad
nominal pertinentive 4, though there must have been associations with the 

1 This is widespread in IE. For the plural >>genitivus temporis>> cf. below p. I 93 note I. 
2 See above p. I 87 note 3· 
3 The aorist participle gives KuNsT (p. 46 f.) some trouble, as it cannot have a causal notion. 

He supposes that it is used like a present participle and translates >>im Verlauf des herumkrei
senden Jahres>> which, of course, is quite in accordance with all physiological rules known to 
us. I do not think, however, that Homer was particular about such rules, especially as the 
father in spe in this case was not a mortal, but Poseidon. Therefore a normal aorist sense seems 
to me to be quite in order: >>the year having gone round, when the year has passed>>. The same 
in fact applies to Hes. Op. 386 and some other post-Homeric instances to which KuNsT refers. 

4 I am using the term >>pertinentive>> with ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER for the possessive 
and similar functions of the genitive proper. 
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independent temporal genitive.1 My opinion arises from a consideration of 
the very similar cases with a plural participle which are all attached to sub
stantives, except Il. 2. 55 r. Now, had this sole instance of a really absolute 
plural time-genitive (within the group of phrases here in question) not occurred 
in the Kara.Aoyo~ rwv vswv, I would perhaps have hesitated about regarding 
it as secondary; but as the things are, I find it rather probable that it was 
modelled on the plural adnominal pertinentives of the same type, and made 
absolute b e c a u s e GA:s of other types already existed. In short, the time
GA:s can be easily explained, partly as genitivi temporis, partly, and in particular 
the plural cases, as adnominal pertinentives. 

Though the time-GA:s may have had, to some extent, independent origins, 
it would be foolish to deny the possibility that they have been influenced by 
other GA:s.2 The main thing to be noted in this connection, is that we have 
no reasons for supposing that they are, themselves, to any considerable 
extent more primary than other GA:s; on the contrary, the prevalence of 
instances in the Odyssey may suggest a comparatively late development.3 

We have so far dealt with the theory of a relationship between the GA 
and the temporal genitive in a narrow sense of the term, i.e. the genitive of 
a substantive which denotes a temporal period; and we have not found a 
reasonable explanation of the GA as a whole. However, KuNST operates 

with a >>temporal genitive of the sphere>> in a larger sense which includes all 
kinds of substantives- even personal- provided that they have a ( durative) 
present participle attached to them.4 In this way he makes himself able to 
connect the GA in general with the genitivus temporis. He refers 5 to instances 
such as the following as more or less directly belonging to that genitive cate-

I I t'l [: {} \ A I I ' I ' I gory: . 5· 501 Oie iE c;aV 1J L11Jfl1Ji1](2 ~(!tVn EnS t y 0 fl E V W V a VS fl W V 
xaen6v iS ~at axva~, I 7. 393 li.qJae o' l~ l~pa~ lfJ1J, OVVSl OB r' aAOtqJij, n 0 A A w V 
l A ·~ 6 v r w v - with the result that the >>temporal genitive of the sphere>> 
is rather unavoidably made a principle of explaining the whole phenomenon 
of the GA. This is certainly what SPIEKER wants, though he does not use the 

term >>genitive of the sphere>>; and I believe this is also what KuNST has in 

1 In its ultimate origin the old genitivus temporis, whether pertinentive or partitive, may of 
course have been adnominal. And note the fact that a qualified temporal genitive can always 
be used adnominally, e.g. Hdt. 6. 106 [araftevov roiJ flrJVO~ slvarn. 

2 Cf. below p. 203. 
3 The time-GA:s are proportionally very frequent in Hesiod: see KuNsT p. 4 7 f. 
4 This may be inferred above all from his remarks on p. 37· 
5 P. 38 f. 
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view, though his exposition 1s not altogether clear. In particular I am not 

quite sure what KuNST wants to do with the problematic parallels of the 

GA which have a clear syntactic reference. It would appear that he is trying 

to get rid of them when he states that the adnominal (pertinentive) genitive 

(as in owfla nare6s) 'is ultimately identical with the >>genitive of the sphere>> 

in a larger sense (the example (lnrs~{}at nare6s is given).1 If I understand 

him aright 2 he is of the opinion that the Greeks did not (or did not in pre

historic times) feel a difference in the sense of the genitive in two instances like, 

say, Od. 20. 216 'YvTYjftaia oaaaaaf}at orrv olxoftSVOlO avaxros and 14. 450 (Jv 

ea av{3Wi1Js avros xr~aaro ftOVVOs anOlXOf1iVOlO avaxros. In the first case the 
genitive construction expresses the >>sphere>> of the xr~~tara, in the second case 

the >>sphere>> of the xr~aaaf}at, i.e. the sphere within which the xrf]aaro hap
pened. Apart from other considerations it is to be remarked, against this view, 

that the >>sphere>) of the XT~flaTa is the ava~ alone, the participle having 

nothing whatsoever to do with them; but that the >>sphere>> of the xrf]aaro 

is constituted by the durative action (state) expressed by the present parti

ciple (or rather, by its suffix) - a completely different thing. Supposing 

that there really existed a general >>genitive of the sphere>>, the Greeks must 

at any rate have been aware of the fact that the main idea in the first case 

is the substantive avaXTOs, in the second case the participle anOlXOfliVoto, 

and consequently that the relation expressed by the genitive in xrfJftaia 

OtXOflEVOlO avaXTOs is not identical with the one in xrf}aaro anotXOfliVOlO 

avaXTOse We have therefore, from a practical standpoint, to work with the 

category of adnominal and other (syntactically comparable) parallels of the 

GA, as a fact which cannot be easily explained away. 

With KuNsT's theory in view, it could perhaps be assumed that the genitive 

constructions with a syntactic reference reflect a parallel or secondary develop

ment, the original, or at least an equally old state, being the genitive of a 

present participle which actually constituted the >>sphere>> of the action of the 

1 P. 36 f.: >>[The passage Il. 2. 551 nB(!lTc)J.oflBVWV evtavrwv] zeigt uns den mit Partizip ver
bundenen Genetiv in seiner urspriinglichen echtgriechischen Funktion als Kasus zur Be
zeichnung einer bestimmten Sphare. In dieser Bedeutung liegt gleichermassen die Wurzel 
des adnominalen wie des adverbalen Genetivs und das die moderne Forschung ernsthaft be
schaftigende Problem der Prioritat des einen von beiden scheint aus einer falschen Frage
stellung hervorgegangen; ist es doch im Wesen dieselbe Vorstellung, die den Anlass bietet, 
bei Owf1a nare6s und bei anrsafJat nare6s den Genetiv zu gebrauchen, da dieser Kasus je
desmal jene Person (oder Sache) bezeichnet, in deren Bereich dort der im Nomen ausge
driickte Gegenstand, hier die im Verbum liegende Handlung fallt.>> 

2 Cf. KuNsT p. 37· 
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main verb. But now it should be clearly pointed out that the specific kind of 
>>genitive of the sphere>> here in question is a p u r e I y h y p o t h e t i c 
r e c o n s t r u c t i o n made by KuNsT in accordance with earlier (and 
more vague) temporal theories such as that of SPIEKER. The term >>genitive 
of the sphere>> was introduced by BRUGMANN and his contemporaries for the 
types of genitive for which ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER use the somewhat 
more definite terms >>pertinentive>> and >>partitive>>. I cannot help feeling that 
KuNsT's argumentation is an example of how delusive a term may be if it 
is not sufficiently well defined. In fact, the existence of a temporal >>genitive 
of the sphere>> outside the range of the genitivus temporis can reasonably be 
doubted. The genitivus temporis is restricted to temporal substantives; besides, 
it is preferably, and probably originally, singular.1 Partitive genitives like 
Il. 5· 6 ABAOVfJSVO~ !'Qnsavoio, to which KuNST refers 2, are not sufficiently 
common to afford a basis for explaining the whole phenomenon of the GA; 
in historical times they have on the whole an occasional character 3, and there 
is nothing to indicate that they were particularly widespread before Homer. 
Other types of genitive denoting the >>sphere>> within which a verbal action 
takes place, do not exist, and can probably not be proved to have ever existed.4 

Nor are there any signs, as far as I can see, of participles having ever been 
used with so predominant a notion of the temporal period during which 
the action (state) happens, that a combination like, say, ava~ anotXOflcVor; 

could have really constituted the temporal >>sphere>> of the action of the main 
verb; as the adjectival character of the participles clearly indicates, the leading 
substantive of such a combination was at least originally the main idea: >>the 
absent ava~, the ava~ as being absent>>. I am prepared to admit that ava~ 
anotXOfleVO~ could secondarily mean something like >>the situation of the ava~ 
being absent>>- we shall have to work with this presumption below (p. Ig8). 
But this is not the same as >>the time during which the ava~ is absent>> which 

1 11. I I. 6gi exaxwas fJlrJ ~HeaxArJS[rJ TWV neoreewv erewv is the only Homeric instance of 
what would appear to be a plural genitivus temporis. A plural genitive expressing >>in so many 
years>> etc. does not, as far as I know, occur before classical times, e.g. PI. Symp. 1 72c ovx ola{}' 
OTl noAAwv BTWV ~ Aya#wv 8v{}6.os ovx SJtlOSOr/11/YjXSV. 

2 P. 37· 
3 The partitive genitive stands here for the accusative of time or space or the locative dative; 

cf. ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER p. I I I ff. 
4 The type anrsafJat nare6r;, to which KUNST also refers (cf. above p. I 92) is a misleading 

example, as such genitives are not likely to have been ever felt as anything but partitive o b
j e c t s of the verb. 

13-Arctos 
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would be a necessary condition for an application of a temporal genl
tive.1 

In my opinion the theory of SPIEKER, KuNsT, and others that the temporal 

genitive to any considerable extent played a leading part in the development 

of the GA is extremely improbable and rather to be definitely abandoned. 

Let us also for the moment leave KuNsT's hypothesis as to a specific origin of 

the aorist GA, retreat to the position of CLASSEN, and face the facts as he saw 

them: Homer uses a fully developed GA, but at the same time an abundance of, 

and in fact to some extent the same, participial constructions with a more 

or less clear syntactic reference. Here the adnominal (pertinentive) genitive 

is by far the most common, just as it is one of the most frequent uses of the 

genitive in general. 

But I cannot help feeling that the easiest inference from these facts, viz. 
that the GA gradually developed out of such uses through being, simply, 

made independent of its original syntactic connections, is unsatisfactory. No 
explanation is given w h y this happened. I completely agree with SPIEKER 2 

as he objects to CLASSEN that there is no obvious reason why the Greeks 

should have chosen to forget the exact construction of a normal and regular 

genitive. 3 With almost the same right, then, we should expect to find a cor

responding nominative absolute, an accusative absolute, and a dative absolute .. 

But nothing really like the GA is to be found vvith other cases.4 And it is to 

be noted that participial constructions in the genitive with a syntactic refer

ence also occur in later literature side by side with real GA:s, e.g. Ps.-Xen. 

Resp.Ath. I. I 8 xai elat6vro~ rov l.rctAaflfJavea{}at -rfjc; XEt(!6~, Aristoph. Av. 

I 157 o urvno~ avrwv nEAEXWViWV, etc.; cf. in particular the very common type 

Aristoph. Ach. 303 aov ... Aiyov-ro~ ovx axovaopat. What was the reason for 

1 And if the combination could mean anything like that we should expect to find >>absolute 
temporal accusatives>> of the type *ava~tra dnotXOf-lEVOV (cf. below note 4), as the accusativus 
temporis is at least as common as the genitivus temporis. 

2 P. 312 ff. 
3 Note SPIEKER's simple argumentation p. 3 I 2: >>That the dependent pure genitive is not 

the one to which we must refer this use [the GA] is made likely by the following fact: being 
an adnominal case, it was always felt as accompanying and depending upon another noun; 
this relation was distinctly felt, and it is far less probable that uncertainty as to the exact 
construction of such a genitive gradually gave rise to the absolute use than that this is due 
to some use not dependent on any noun in the sentence. 

4 The rare >>nominative absolute>> is always an occasional ancoluthon: exx. in ScHWYZER 

and 'DEBRUNNER p. 403 f. The >>accusative absolute>> (mostly with w~) leads a disputable exi
stence from the 5th century onwards: exx. in ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER p. 402 f. The type 
s~6v, oiov (ibid.) is wholly irrelevant. And a >>dative absolute>> is never manifest: see ScHWY

ZER and DEBRUNNER p. 401. 
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a development of a specific, syntactically more independent genitive idiom 
at that particular pre-Homeric time, as the conditions would appear to be 
always approximately the same? 

It is important to consider the fact that the roots of the GA reach very 
far back in time. This may be inferred, not only from the existence of a fully 
developed GA in Homer,1 but from the character and distribution of the 

Homeric instances. They consist mainly of short formulae, simply subject 
and participle, of about half a line in length: EftEV anopnvtaavros, noltltwv 
iltx6vrwv, xslvov rs{}VrJWiOs, Orjlwv anoVOG([JtV €6vrwv, etc. The formulae have 
a rather general content of meaning; they are easily handled, and may have 
belonged to the stock phraseology of rhapsodes for centuries before Homer. 
It is further to be noted that the great majority of them are affective, expressive, 
or picturesque; and their concentrated, pregnant form suggests something 
like ancient sayings. More than the half of the instances occur ins p e e c he s 

with a considerably emotional charge, e.g. 11. I. 88 ov ru; epcv 'wvros xai 
snt x{}ovt Oc(!XOfJEVOlO (JOt ... f3aeclas xsleas enolast, I4. IOO, 22. 432, etc. 
Some other cases are also rather e x p r e s s i v e, e.g. Il. I I. 458 alfla ot 
o[ anaa{}ivTOs (se. £yxsos) aviaavro, Il. I 5· 328. Remarkably many instances 

are to be found in s i m i 1 e s: Il. 5· 499 ff. Ws If' aVEflOs axvas ([JO(!Ecl .. " 
OTE TE ~avfJij iJnp~rr;e xelvn lnstyOftEVWV aVEflWV xaen6v TS xat axvas, 864 f., 
15. 325, 17. 265, 393, 20. 405, 23. 521, Od. 19. 519, 20. 25: this fact 
may also suggest a very old phraseology. The rest of the cases consist of a few 

>>absence>>-formulae (Il. I5. 548 or;lwv anOVO(J([JlV EOVTWV, Od. I4. 450, I7. 296 

anOlXOftEVOlO avaxros),some >>time-GA:s>> (Il. 2. 55I, Od. I. r6, IO. 470, II., 

295 = 14. 294, rg. 153 = 24. 143, most of them being rather adnominal; 
cf. above p. I go)' and the phrase Il. I 8. 6o 5 f. ( = Od. 4 I 8 f.) oouJJ o£ xvj3tarr;
rijes xaT~ avrovs flOAnijs l~aexovTOs lotvsvov xara piaaovs.2 Finally it may be 
observed that the GA is more often employed, and with more variety, in the 
Iliad than in the Odyssey. There are remarkably few aorist GA:s in the 
Odyssey: only 4 cases (the time-GA:s I. 16 and I I. 428 of which the former 
is rather adnominal; 14. 4 75 which may be related to such GA:s, see below· 

1 Pointed out by WACKERNAGEL Vorl. i.iber Synt. I p. 292. SPIEKER p. 315 thinks that the 
Homeric GA:s reflect an early stage; but his opinion is probably only due to a comparison 
between Homer and classical prose in this respect. 

2 The phrase Od. 4· 717, I g. 195, 24· 272 noAAwv xard olxov s6vrwv, which CLASSEN 

(Beob. p. 183) records among real GA:s, was probably felt as a partitive genitive. The type 
is not uncommon later, cf. Eur. El. 649, PI. Lach. 1g8a, etc. 
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p. 203; and 24. 535 navra 0~ lni xf}ovi ninrs {}sii~ ana cpwvr;aaal)~); but in the 
Iliad some 15 cases (none of these a time-GA, and doublets not counted).1 And 

proportionally many of the present GA:s in the Odyssey are formulae of the 

non-expressive kind (cf. above p. I 95). -These facts seem to confirm one's 

impression that the GA is a very ancient phenomenon, not really productive 

at the beginning of the historical era of the Greek language. 

The tendency in Homer to restrict the GA to certain types of formulae, 

already touched upon several times, is interesting. The following groups are 

easily discernible: The >>lifejdeath>>-type; the >>will and calh>-type; the >>presence/ 

absence>>-type 2 (the instances are recorded below p. 200 f.); and the >>time

GA:s>> (see above p. 189 f.). These cases make together more than the half of 

all Homeric instances of GA; and the types are also proportionally common 

in later literature.3 It can hardly be proved that they constitute the original 

GA:s out of which the syntactic phenomenon in general was developed. But 

they seem to form - except possibly the last-mentioned type - an ancient 

class with a central position among the uses of the GA; and any theory as 

to the origin of the GA has therefore in the first place to be tested with them. 

Looking for an explanation of the GA we have to keep in mind that the 

phenomenon is very old. This fact increases the difficulties of arriving at an 

exact and certain answer; but at the same time it allows us to work with the 

category of genitive within less narrow limits than the usage of historical 

Greek would postulate. 

It is convenient to differentiate, with ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER (p. Bg 

ff.), between >>pertinentive>>, >>partitive>>, and >>ablativah> genitive. Considering 

the prehistory of those genitive classes, it seems fairly obvious that the p e r

t i n e n t i v e is on the whole irrelevant for our purpose unless we accept 

CLASSEN's view and consequently assume an essentially adnominal origin 

1 CLASSEN Beob. p. rBo f. records I 7 cases, among which g. 426 and I g. 62 have the same 
GA-phrase. In 14. 521 f. I am inclined to regard the genitive as adnominal: see below p. 202. 
22. 47 is probably partitive. On the other hand may 1. 47 f. lx:Aay~av o' de' otaroi en' 
WflWV XWOf.-tEVoto / a v r o v x t v r; f} /; v r o c; possibly be added to the list, as the last two 
\\lOrds at least seem to be modelled on current GA:s. 

2 Though there is only one >>presence>>-case in Homer: cf. below p. 20I. 
3 The >>lifejdeath>>-type is extremely common in tragedy, e.g. Soph. Phil. 4I3, Eur. Or. 

I 070; further e.g. Ar. Pax 1 I 1, PI. Cri to 4 7d, 54a. For the >>will and call»-type cf. e.g. Soph. 
OT. 288, Eur. HeJ. 672, Ar. Lys. 874, PI. Hp.Ma. 373c; with £x6vroc; and similar e.g. Soph. 
Ai. 455, PI. Charm. 175b. The >>presence j absence>>-type is habitual in inscriptions, e.g. Lex 
Gort. I 1. 49; in literature e.g. Pind. Nem. 6. 29, Soph. OC. 666, Ar. Lys. I I33, PI. Euthyd. 
28ob. >>Time-GA:s>> (potentially adnominal) are often found in inscriptions together with the 
type rov osivo~ aexovro~ e.g. Inscr. Buck 2• 43· 
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for the GA. The adverbal pertinentive is confined to certain types of verbs 
(see ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER p. 122 ff.), and has probably always been 
so; and in any case it would not afford a reasonable principle of explanation. 
The partitive genitive may have been used somewhat more freely 
instead of other cases before Homer; but this is equally irrelevant. I have 

stated my opinion (above p. I 93 f.) that the temporal genitive, or any other 
>>partitive>> genitive, cannot explain the whole phenomenon of GA. The old 
(singular) type vvxr6s can be connected with the time-GA:s only (and in the 
first place with the singular ones). On the other hand a plural partitive may 

be seen in the type Od. 4· 7 I 7 ovo7' ar/ lr~ EiArJ 0 { cp (! cp (se. lvt) ecpiCsa{}at 
noAAWV uara olxov EOViWV (cf. above p. I 95 note 2); but this is a category of 
its own, only having potential associations with real GA:s. 

With the a b 1 a t i v a 1 genitive things are somewhat different. At an 
earlier stage the ablative seems to have been largely employed, without pre

positions, in a separative sense: e.g. Il. I 5· 655 VeWV ... exwenaav. It cannot 
be doubted that the ablative (whether formally identical with the pertinentive
partitive, or not) in Greek as in other IE. languages ·originally expressed the 
place which the subject leaves or comes from, and that the elucidation by 
means of prepositions is a comparatively late feature. Further, being a separa
tive case, the ablative was also capable of denoting, in a more a b s t r a c t 
\vay, the point from which a thing is viewed or determined. In historical 
times this ablative is manifest above all as the genitive with comparatives 

(ScHWYZER and DEBRUNNER p. 98 ff.); cf. the use with secondary preposi

tions like avrlov (ibid. p. 97)' and the type Hdt. I. I I 0 Jl(!Os f3oeiw avipov 
T w V ~Ay f3 aT a V w V (ibid. p. 96).1 Finally, the genitive expressing the 

cause with verbs of emotiDn (ibid. p. I 33 f.), and verbs like ncetoloopat, rtvw, 
TlflW(!EW, alruJ.opat, apcptaf3rJiclV, etc. (ibid. p. I 30 f.) may have something 
to do with the ablative. But it is important to note that the Greek ablative 
on the whole lacks a definite causal notion. 2 The ablatival genitive, whether 

adnominal or, and this is more frequent, adverbal, simply indicates t h e 
p o i n t o f d e p a r t u r e. 

The scholars who, like HuMBERT 3, believe in a predominantly ablative 

1 Though not found in Homer, this is evidently an old use, as the lE. parallels show. 
2 The old explanations of BERNHARDY and RosT (see CLASSEN Beob. p. 185), according 

to whom the GA is originally a >>causal genitive>>, are therefore quite improbable. KuNsT's 
premises for the aorist GA:s are somewhat different; but he seems also to suppose a connection 
·with a >>causal genitive>>. 

3 See above p. 187 note 3· 
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origin of the GA in general have not taken the trouble of proving their hypo
thesis. However, KuNsT's argumentation for an ablative derivation of the 

aorist GA :s seems to me to be a step in the right direction. It is certainly 

worth while to consider the whole of the Homeric material from this stand

point. 
We notice, as a fact of some importance, the possibility of leaving the 

subject of the GA unexpressed, whereas the participle is, as a rule, never 

absent.1 In the following passages in Homer the GA consists of a participle 

alone: Il. I I. 458, 15. Igr, r8. 6o6 ( = Od. 4· rg), 22. 531.2 This peculiarity 
suggests that the GA does not convey a· mere additional circumstance -

which could reasonably be expressed by a noun alone - but a more inde

pendent statement, because of its semiverbal nature approximating to a full 
sentence. As the relation of the participle to the subject of the GA is not 

attributive, the GA may be said to convey the idea of a situation. 

And it is to be noted that leaving out the subject of the GA does not on the 

whole affect the clearness of the sentence, simply because the possibility of 
referring the participle of the GA to the subject qf the main verb is definitely 

excluded. As regards Greek, there can hardly be any doubt on this point. 
As such it is, of course, a fairly trivial fact that the subject of the GA is in 

principle not identical with the subject of the main verb 3 - not even the 

passive type quo facto abiit, where the main subject psychologically dominates 
the whole clause, is at home in Greek;4 in such cases the Greeks would use 

a participle agreeing with the main subject (participium coniunctum). But it is 
tempting to make a further inference from this regarding the nature of the 

GA: the two subjects, that of the GA and that of the main verb, are in a way 
opposed to each other, being always different. The main sentence expresses 

a kind of a contrast to the GA. An inspection of the material below will 

support this assumption. 

I find it extremely important to observe that the Homeric GA:s do not on 
the whole express secondary implications, or merely temporal relations5, such 

as might be expected had the construction originated in an attributive parti

ciple depending on an adnominal or similar genitive. It is not a genitivus 

1 Exceptions such as Soph. oc I s88 vcpr;y·rp:ifeos OV08V0s qnAwv, which occur sometimes 
in post-Homeric literature, are explained by the verbal nature of the predicative. , 

2 For the instances in later literature, see KuHNER and GERTH 11 p. 81. 
3 Exceptions rather remind one of anacoluthon: see KuHNER and GERTH 11 p. 110 f. 
4 Cases such as lsae. 2. 28, Dem. 37· 6, 39· 3 are exceptional. 
5 Cf. the Sanskrit GA, below p. 206. 
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consequentiae in the sense of a >>begleitender U mstand>>, as some scholars have 
been inclined to understand Priscian's remark on the· GA ( r8. 14) but, as 
Priscian probably himself wanted the term to be understood, the idea of 
which the main action is the consequence.1 This is the case with the present 
(and perfect) GA:s as well as with the aorist ones. Naturally the consequence 
implied is not temporal with the present GA:s, nor on the whole clearly 
.causal. The GA usually expresses the actual basis or background for the 
action of the main verb, a necessary condition for it. A single example will il

lustrate what I mean. In Il. I 7· 265 apJpi ot r' axeat ~lOVe~ {JooOJ(JlV 8esvyopiVrJs 
a.Ads l~w the expression sesvyopivr;s aAos l~w is no irrelevant addition, like 
an epitheton ornans only supplying an aesthetical background, nor does it 
denote just a temporal coincidence, or on the other hand explicitly state the 

reason why the ~lOVEs f3oowatv (it could hardly be translated >>because the sea 
outside is roaring>>); it gives the condition on which the (apcpt)f3oiiv is depend
·ent, the actual circumstances lying behind it: during the roaring of the sea, 
and as a consequence of it, the riverbanks {Joowatv. Such a relation between 
the situation expressed by the GA and the main action may be observed in 
almost all Homeric instances. 

These three observations regarding the Homeric GA, its forming a s i t u a
t ion of its own, its making a contrast to the main sentence, and its 
character of a condition or b a c k g r o u n d for the main action, afford 
a suitable starting point for our investigation of its possible ablative origin. 

It is easy to imagine that an ablative in prehistoric times could express 
such a relation between two ideas. Analyzing the pre-Homeric clause apxpl 
os i;tovs~ f3owatv E(]cVyopivr;~ aAos S~(JJ into the basic ideas ~lOVer; f3owatv and 
iesvycrat liA.~, we find it quite natural that a language tending to synthetic 
expression (and lacking the appropriate conjunctions) 2 would choose to 

put the latter idea in the ablative, by making it nominal ( S(]EVyopivn a.A~) 

and so capable of taking an >>ablative>> form (secvyopivr;r; aA.or;), in order to 
indicate that the situation S(!cVyopivr; aA; forms the background or p 0 i n t 
of departure for the i}tovs~ f3owatv, the circumstance from which the 
action (noise) arises. When the GA contains a present (or perfect) participle 
the action of the main verb may be said to depart from a ( durative) state; 

1 See EnwrN FLINCK-LINKOMIES: De ablativo absoluto quaestiones (Ann.Ac.Scient.Fenn. 
B. 20, I, Helsingforsiae I 929) p. r I. 

2 It is a well-known fact that temporal, causal, and conditional subordination received 
their conjunctional means of expression comparatively late. 
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but a (punctual) aorist participle rather makes an actual point of departure: 

in e.g. Il. 22. 383 i} uaraAeLljJOV(JtV noAtV axenv TOVOe nsaovro~ the TOVOe nsa6vro; 
marks the point after which the uaraA.slnstv will happen, being at the same 
time dependent on it. It is obvious that such a relation will often have a 
causal character. But in principle the GA is not explicitly causal, temporal, 
or conditional; those categories are inventions of theoretical logic, and should 
not be introduced here. 

Let us now consider the habitual types of GA to which reference was made 
above (p. 196). Leaving for the moment the time-GA:s, we have: 

The >>lifejdeath>>-type. The aorist case II. 22. 383 '~\!as touched upon above; 
II. 22. 288 is a similar one. The present (and perfect) formulae are interesting, 
as almost all of them clearly imply the ideas of basis, point of departure, and 

contrast: Il. I. 88 ov Tl~ E p e V c w V T 0 ~ uai eni x1Jovt 0 e eX 0 f1 i V 0 l 0 

' f3 I - , I 8 ,, M Ji: I ' " " (JOt . . . aesta~ XEl(!a~ £nD_t(J£t, I • I 0 .•. eelnev V(!ptuovwv TOV aetaTOV ETt 
(- I ' - 'l I I ' 'l I \ Ji:' " " " ~ (JJ 0 V T 0 ~ E p E l 0 ••• AEl'l/)el'V gJaO~ rj8At0tO, I 9· 2 I 0 Jr(!lV u OV nW~ av epotyc 
q;{A01J uara Aatpov letn ov n6at~ ovoi f3ewat~ ET a t (! 0 V T e {) J,' rJ w T 0 ~' 22. 
384 (following the above-mentioned aorist case) ~i pivetv pepaaat xal aE u To
(! 0 s 0 V Xi r' e 6 V T 0 ~' 432 Tl vv {Jelopat alva nafJovaa a E V an 0 T s
l1 'V rJ w T 0 ~; 24. 244 erJlie(!Ol yae piiAAov 'Axato'iatv oij sasafJs u e {V 0 V 

i e {) V rJ w T 0 s, Od. I 6. 3 73 ov yae o{w T 0 V T 0 V ys c w 0 V T 0 ~ avvaasa{)at 
rdoe seya, 439 0~ xev TrjAEpaxo; . .. xe'iea~ inolaet 'w 0 V T 6 ~ y' e fl i {) e V 

xat EJll x{)ovi 0 e (2 X 0 p i V 0 t 0. Cf. Od. I. 404 pi) yae . . . lA.{}ot ... 
~ 1 {}a X 1} s l T t 1J a t ET a W a rJ ~' 20. 2 I 8 paAa pev xauov V [ o ~ e 6 V 7:0 s 
aAAwv ~ijpov [xiafJat. In several cases the contrast is strengthened by · a ne
gative in the main sentence. It may be noted that Od. 16. 439, where the 
ablatival notion is perhaps not so manifest 1, is modelled on Il. I. 88. 

The >>will and calb>-type. Aorist: Il. IO. 356 sA.neTO . . . ETaleovr:; . . . liva~ 

naAtV rl EX T 0 e 0 ~ 0 r (! V V a V T 0 ;, 2 I. 290 rotw yae TOt VWl {}swv ent
raee6fJw elftiV z rJ V 0 r:; en at V 1] a a V T 0 ~· Present: Il. I7. 532 Ol 0~ ijA.fJov 
;.ea{}~ 8ptAOV iT a { e 0 V X l X A 1] a X 0 V T 0 ~' I g. 273 ovoi xe XOV(!T)V ijyev 
f fl c V a EX 0 V T 0 r:; apl}xavos (or attribute?) 2, 24. 289 enst a(! '}'E OE {)VflO~ 

OT(!VVel Ent vfja~ l fl E l 0 fl i V 0 V X € {) 8 A 0 V(] rJ ;. Cf. Od. 24. 535 navra 
o'!J lnt xf}ovi n'inTe {) E a r:; 0 n a (/) (JJ 'V rJ a a a rJ s, and Il. 24. 248 Ot 0~ 'iaav 

1 Unless the -fJsv suffix was felt as ablative: on the whole -ffsv seems to retain its ~hlatival 
(separative) notion in Homer; see CHANTRAINE Gramm.Hom. I. p. 243 f. 

2 The reference of dexovro~ may be similarly disputed in Il. I. 30 I, cf. Od. I o. 405, etc .. 
At any rate these constructions may be regarded as related to real GA:s. 
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"t: I I Od I - _, -'{} I, 
e~W a n e (! X 0 fl c V 0 t 0 y E e 0 V i 0 ~' • I. 390 xat XEV TOVT e cAOlftl 

L1 t 6 ~ ye 0 l 0 6 V T 0 ~ aeia{}at. Though the last case may be a conventional 

formula (cf. Aesch. Sept. 719, Ag. 678, Eur~ Suppl. I 146, etc.), the action of 
the main verb in all instances evidently departs from, and is based on, the 

situation expressed by the GA. 

The >>presencejabsence>>-type. The cases in the Iliad imply a similar idea 

of point of departure and, in fact, contrast: I I. 8. 522 p~ Aoxo~ slaiA{}rJat n6Atv· 

A a w V an£ 6 V T w v, I 5· 325 w~ r"' ... nwv JlEY_, olcvv {}ijes ovw xAoviwat ... 

a rJ p a V T 0 e 0 ~ 0 V n a (! e 6 V i 0 ~' 548 0 o' o<pea p,ev . . . {Jov ~ f36ax"' . . ~ 
0 r; [ 0) V an 0 V 6 (J cp l V e 6 V T w V. In the Odyssey the type appears to 

be more freely used in standard formulae: Od. 4· 393 orTt Tot sv peyaeotat. 

xax6v r"' aya{}6v Tc TETVXTat 0 l X 0 ft i V 0 l 0 (] i {} c V (hardly attribute to 

flEYUf.!Olat; on the relevance of -{}c,v see above p. 200 note I)' I 4· 450 ov ea 

avf3dxr:r; ~ avro~ xrf;aaTO povvo~ (or olo~) a n 0 l X 0 fl t V 0 l 0 a V a X T 0 ~' 

I7. 296 oij TOT£ Uc'ir' dn6{}e,aro~ an 0 t X 0 fl i V 0 l 0 a V a X T 0 ~' I8. 268 

flEflVfja{}at naT(!O~ xat fXIJTE(!O~ ... E fl £V a Jl 0 1J 6 a cp l V e 6 V T 0 ~' I g. I 9 
BVTca naT(!O~ xaAa, Ta pot xaTa olxov xanvo~ apE(!Ocl n a T (! 0 ~ a n 0 l X o

fl i v o to (no~e that the word naT(!Os is taken u:p again, which indicates that 

the construction was not felt as an attribute)' 20. 2 32 1j a i 1} c V E V {} a (f 

i 6 v r o s ilsvasrat o'ixao' "'Oovaac,·vs ( -{}c,v again). Cf. Od. 5· 287 -~ paAa &]~ 

fleTcf3ovAcvaav {}e,ot aAAW~ ... E p c [ 0 fl c r' A l {} l 6 ne (J (J l V i 6 V T 0 ~. 

I have used the label >>presencejabsence>>-type because the >>presence>>-cases. 
are later at least as frequent as the >>absence>>-cases.1 On the other hand the 

(an )otxopivoto- phrases are rather stereotyped. 
Things are not on the whole different with the other Homeric GA:s. 

Aorist: Il. 8. 37 ( == 468) w~ fl~ naVT£~ o)~wvrat 0 0 V (J a a fl E V 0 l 0 

T 8 0 l o, cf. IO. 426, rg. 62. Il. 8. I64 OV'X c l ~a V T 0 ~ l fl c [ 0 nveywv· 
(." I , RI 6 / , (" I \ ~ \ 

'YjftSTE(!WV £7lli-'1JGcUl. IO. 24 T 0 V T 0 V y £a 7l 0 fl c V 0 l 0 'Xal eX 7lV(!Os .... 

VOaTijaatpcV. I I. 458 alpa OB of a 7l a (J {} B V T 0 ~ (se. syxco~) aVE(J'(JVTO .. 
I / 'j I ') {) I C"l1 

I I. 509 fl'Yj nw~ fllV 7t 0 A c fl 0 l 0 fl c 7: a X A l V 'c V T 0 ~ cAOlcV. I 3· 409 
xaeqJaAiov oi of aant~ En l {} (! e ~ a V T 0 ~ avasv g y X c 0 s (or going more 

directly with avas,v?). I 5· 328 ( == r6.3o6) lv{}a o' av~e EAEV avoea 'X£ 0 a a

{}e,{arry~ Vafltvr;~. rg. 75 o[ o' lxaerryaav SVXV1Jftl0£s 'Axatot fliJVtV' 

a n c l n 6 V i 0 ; fl 8 y a {} V fl 0 V II 1J A £ [ w 'V 0 ~ (or more directly with 

1 Cf. above p. 196 note 3· Looking at the Homeric material, however, one gets the impres
sion that the >>absence>>-cases are the original. In fact this stresses the notion of contrast in 
the GAin question. 
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ixaer;aav ?) . 2 I. 43 7 </Joi{Js, Tl1J oij VWt OlEGTaf-lSV; OVOE EOtXSV a f2 ~ a V T Q) V 

lr: 8 e w v (probably an idiomatic phrase). For Od. I4. 475 see below p. 203. 

I would add to these Il. I. 4 7 lxAay~av o' ae' Ot(]iOl ln' wpwv xwopivoto 

a v r o i5 x t v 17 {} 8 v r o c; (cf. above p. I g6 note I). But I very much doubt the 

relevance of the passage IL I4. 522 ov yae Ot its OftOlOt; entan8a{}at noaiv ~sv 

.dv~ewv r:esaaavr:wv, OiS TE Zsvr; iv qJO{Jov oean which CLASSEN and KuNST 
record among real GA:s. An ablative interpretation is, of course, possible, 
though the connection with the main sentence is remarkably loose. Because 

the UVOf!WV Tf!EGGaVTWV, not very happily, comes after an OV ... Ttr; to which 
it would seem to belong as a partitive genitive - though this cannot be the 

true sense- I am inclined to think that the line 522 is a comparatively late 
interpolation.1 

Present (and perfect): Il. 5· 203 pf; flOl osvo{aro qJOf!{Jfjt; (sc.tnnot) avoewv 
' 'j I 1:1 t {} ' A I I ' ' , I 

B l AO fl EVWV. 5· 50 I OTE iS ~aV 1J LJfjflf}if}(! Xf!lVrJ S Jt El yo fl S V W V a VS fl W V 

' ' " 86 ~' , R ' ' , ' , I Xaf!JlOV iS 'Xat axvat;. 5· 5 Ol'Yj ... Ef!StJEVV1J f{JatVSTat arJ(! . . . a V E fl 0 l 0 

·0 V (] a E 0 r; 0 (! V V fl E V 0 l o. g. 57 4 iWV oi iax' Uf-l(/Jl nvAar; opaoor; xai 

·OOV:liOt; O(!W(!El Jl V e y w V fJ a A A 0 fl 8 V w V (or more directly with ~ov

nor;?)' cf. Od. 22. 309 ( == 24. I85). I4. g6 or; 'XSAEat n 0 At fl 0 t 0 (]V v-

B (] i a 6 i 0 s 'X a i a V i ij r; vijar; ... aAao' BAXSf-lEV. I 4· I 00 ov yae , Axatot 

.axf;aovatv noAEflOV V 1J w V a A a o' lA 'X 0 fl E V a w V. I 5· I 9 I iJ iOl eywv 

lAaxov . . . aAa vatE[tEV . . . n a A A 0 1-l t V w V (se. r/jftWV). I 7. 265 dftqJl 

·OS i' axeat ~u)vsr; (3o6watv E (! E V y 0 fl i V rJ r; a Ad r; l ~ w. I 7. 393 aqJaf! 

,(J£ iE (or a' i~) tX[tUs l{Jr; (se. ex {Joslr;r;) ... n 0 A A w V lA 'X 6 Vi w V. I8. 6o6 
( = Od. 4· Ig) OOlW OE xvf3tGT1JTij(!S xar:' avrovr; ftOAnijr; e ~a(! X 0 V T 0 s (se. 
·aotoov) io{vsvov xara flEGaovr;. 20.405 wr; OTE raveor; fievysv BA'XOflEVor; ~EAt'XW-

' \ ":!/ I ~ 1 I 0 d ~ ~~ I ' ' \ 1'tov aflqJl avaura u o v e w v sA u o v r w v. . 20. 25 wr; ois yaarse aV1Jf2 

:n 0 A t 0 r; n V e d r; a l {} 0 fl t V 0 l 0 • • • lv{}a xat lvf}a aloAArJ. For the 
prevalence of instances in the Iliad, see above p. I 95 f. All these cases seem to 
me to confirm the hypothesis as to an ablative origin of the GA: the action 
of the main verb departs from, and at the same time depends on, the situation 

·COnstituted by the genitive expression.- The passage Il. 23. 52 0 ~i (se. i(!OXO~) 
' ":11 I '1 I ' ~ I 'j 'j \ I I 'j I ~ I {} I 

i ayxt flaAa i(]EXEt, OVuE it Jl0AA1J XWf!rJ flEXJCJYjyVr;, JlOAEOt; JlEulOlO E 0 V i 0 r; 

(se. Znnov) is probably to be counted with the rest. KuNsT (p. 32) thinks that 
{}iovror; belongs with ayxt, but he does not consider the absolute character 

1 I also rather doubt the theoretically possible interpretation of taking noa{v as the com:itative 
clative normally used with lrpinc,a{}at, and regarding the genitive construction as a possessive 
pertinentive belonging to noalv. 
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of the phrase ayxt paAa. Od. I 6. 2 7 5 aov b£ cp{Aov xije TETAarco sv ar~{}saat 
uaxwr; naaxovror; EftElO and 20. 3 I 2 aAA' EflJlrjs raf5s flEV xai TETAaflEV slaoe6ov
TEr;, pf;Awv acpaCopivwv ofvot6 TE ntvopivoto are in my opinion rather more 
disputable. As the verb rAijvat is nowhere else found with the genitive, 
KuNsT (p. 46) regards these cases as real GA:s; I would, however, suppose 
some kind of connection with the genitive with verbs of emotion; ultimately, 
to be sure, the ablative comes in even here. On the other hand the genitive 

in Il. 23. 599 TOW oi fJvpdr; lciv{)n wr; El TB nsei araxvsaatv siean AYjlov aAO~
axovror; which CLASSEN regards as GA, is as far as I can see obviously ad
nominal; a GA interpretation would not even make sense. 

It was shown above (p. Igo) that the time-GA:s may be divided into two 
classes, each having a discernible origin of its own. In fact, an ablative inter
pretation does not suit the plural type f.l/Y)VWV cp{}tv6v1wv very well: there is 
no definite situation formed by the GA, no basis for the main action to depart 

from; as was said above, the type is probably originally adnominal. With 
the singular type nsetnAopi:vov evtavrov things are somewhat different. Here 
an ablative origin seems possible; and it becomes rather more plausible with 

the cases Il. 8. 538 ijsAlov avt6vror; er; avelov and Od. I g. 5 I 9 laeor; viov [arapi
VOlO. Are we to abandon the hypothesis positing a connection with the old 

genitivus· temporis, in spite of the remarkable parallels ijovr;" onwenr;, laeor; 
(see above p. Igo)? I do not think so. It is reasonable to suppose that these 
singular time-GA:s really derive from both sources, in other words, that their 
origin is complex. But in one passage, which is seemingly related to the 

time-GA:s, I would rather stress the ablative interpretation: Od. 14. 4 75 

vv~ o' ae' enfjA{}s xaxij B 0 e i a 0 n E a 6 V T 0 r; (>>as the N orthwind came 
over us>>). Admittedly there are temporal genitive parallels such as Il. 5· 523 

V1]VEfllrjr;, Thuc. 3· 23. 5 annAuhrov: but the Boeiao nsa6vror; has a very strong 
notion of point of departure and condition for the vv~ enijA{}s uax~, thus 
clearly suggesting a close connection with the GA:s recorded above. 

A further category of its own, only secondarily approximating to GA:s, 

is formed by the type Od. 4· 7 I 7 ovo' ae' er' BTA1J otcpecp (se. evt) lcpiCsa{}at 
n 0 A A w V X a r a 0 l X 0 V £6 V T w v, cf. rg. rgs, 24, 272. I have already 
expressed my opinion (above p. rg5 note 2) that this genitive is in principle 
partitive. 

We have now examined the Homeric GA from the aspect of the ablatival 
genitive, and we have found, I believe, some indisputable facts in favour of 
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our hypothesis. In short, the arguments are as follows: The GA is a very 
ancient phenomenon, used with considerably more force and variation in 
the Iliad than in the Odyssey: we are therefore not bound to explain it merely 
by means of the use of the genitive attested in historical times. The 
GA resembles a sentence of its own, constituting a situation clearly differ

entiated from, often opposed to, the main action, but with a direct relevance 
for it. It .forms a basis, a background, a condition, a kind of point of departure 
for the idea expressed by the main sentence. This principle is on the whole 
so manifest (even in the later language, as far as I can see) that it cannot 

be regarded as mere coincidence; in Homer the exceptions are few in number 
and easily explained. 

This idea of basis and departure may quite naturally be connected with 
the notion of the ablatival genitive which was apparently vvidely used in 
prehistoric times and which, as above all the comparative genitive shows, 
was at an early date capable of expressing abstract relations. 

It remains to make a new approach to the problem of the parallels of the 
G.A. which have an apparent syntactic reference. 

To some extentthe ablative seems to have been at a very early stage formally 
identical with the pertinentive-partitive genitive.! In prehistoric Greek the 
morphological identification became gradually almost complete. This could 
hardly have happened if the uses of the two (or three) kinds of >>genitive>> 
had not been to a great extent closely similar, and more similar than e.g. 
in Latin which preserves the formal difference between the ablative and the 

genitive proper. We may suppose- though this cannot be proved- that 
the GA arose at a time when the ablative case still 
h a d f o r m s o f i t s o w n; it existed, then, during the period when the 
ablative began to be wholly identified with the genitive. Consequently it 
adopted throughout the case-endings of the genitive - the Homeric use of 
the non-possessive -~sv-forms in the GA 2 may possibly reflect a feeling of 
its ablative origin. And as another consequence, there occurred the situa
tion which CLASSEN took as the starting point for the development: the GA, 
being formally a genitive (and the use of the specific ablatival genitive at 
the same time becoming gradually more limited), could be used precisely 

like any genitive proper; in other words, the G A w a s g i v e n s y n t a c tic 

I Except! the o-stems, always so in singular; see BRUGMANN, "Kurze vergl. Gramm., p- 382. 
2 See above p. 200 note I and p. 20 I. 
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r e f e r e n c e 1n accordance with normal rules for the genitive, whenever 
the speaker wanted.1 It should be noted that the possibilities of handling a 

genitive like, say, anotXOflEVOtO avaxro~ according to ordinary syntactic rules 
were much greater during the times here in question than in e.g. classical 
times; even such a detail as the absence of the article accounts for that. This, 
on the other hand, made the category of GA 1 e s s d e f i n i t e, stressed 
its seemingly anomalous character, and hence contributed towards its becom
ing somewhat obsolete. We have now arrived at the stage represented by the 
Homeric poems. With the tendency indicated the construction would prob
ably have disappeared completely at a comparatively early date. But there 
arose some new .. factors which brought about the renaissance of the GA in 
sth and 4th century literature and, probably to some extent, in the collo
quial language. These factors demand an investigation of their own which 
cannot be entered on here; but it may be pointed out in this connection 
that the GA is never in classical times or later really at home in living 
speech. 2 

I have preferred this hypothetical explanation of the development of the 
GA met with in Homer, to the possibility of supposing that the GA arose at 
a date when the ablative function had already been completely taken over 
by the genitive. In that case we should have to face the 'difficulty of explaining 
how the principle of >>point of departure>> could be established at a time when 
the prevalent use of the same genitive forms was pertinentive-partitive. It 
cannot be doubted that the pertinentive-partitive notion of the genitive 
formation on the whole was stronger than the ablative, once the formal 

1 The continuing of the Aeolic epic tradition in an Ionic environment can be assumed to 
have been a contributory factor. 

2 SPIEKER (especially p. 340) seems to think that short GA:s were on the whole current 
in popular speech of classical times, whereas complex constructions were avoided. It is obvious 
that some short for mu 1 a e tended to be habitually used: a time-GA, for instance, as 
XBlfliiJvor; ovror; is found 5 times in Aristophanes (see SPIEKER l.c.); and the type BftOV ~wvror; 
which often approximates to an oath is quite frequent (cf. SPIEKER p. 339). But apart from such 
formulae, short GA:s seem to me to have been almost as rarely used in the colloquial language 
as more complex GA expressions. The g e n e r a 1 f r e q u e n c y of the GA in Aristophanes 
and Plato is extremely low, as SPIEKER's statistics (p. 322) indicate - KuNsT's remark (p. 50), 
>> ••• von den zahlreichen absoluten Genetiven der alten Komodie greife ich bloss Ar. Thesm. 
540 f. heraus ... >>, is misleading in this respect. And to a large extent the instances consist 
of formulae. The GA is considerably more common in Pindar and in tragedy (cf. GILDERS
LEEVE's notes, SPIEKER p. 318 and 319), though tragedy admittedly also employs several idio
matic formulae; and it is still more frequent, and used with much more variation, in the 
historians and, on the whole, in the orators (cf. SPIEKER p. 320 ff.). Note also the evidently 
non-colloquial use of time-Gi\:s et sim. in decrees (roiJ oslvor; aexovror;_, c.ln6vror;, etc.). 
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identification had come about; 1 it is rather probable that, for the ablative, 
a loss of range of applicability accompanied the loss of specific forms. We 

should not expect a secondary function of the genitive to form the nucleus 

of a new usage. And the syntactically conditioned parallels of the GA would 
again come in as a disturbing problem. 

It has been necessary to go far back in prehistoric times, though there is 

an evident risk of the hypothesis approximating to mere speculation. The 

facts attested in Greek itself do not help us any further. But what can compar
ative linguistics do for us? 

Sanskrit has its >>locative absolute>> which is symptomatic of the old IE. 
tendency to synthetic expression, but ',yhich is wholly irrelevant for the Greek 

GA. In the later language there appears the rather more interesting pheno

menon of a >>genitive absolute>>. It is commonly regarded as independent of 
the Greek GA; in my opinion it is relevant for our purpose insofar as it shows 
what the Greek construction would be like had it developed out of a per

tinentive-partitive genitive. The usage consists of cases such as the following: 

diva1!1 Jagiima mu n ·"in ii m p a f y a t a 'Yf1 tadii >>he went then to heaven,. 
the ascetics looking on>>: 2 note the purely temporal relation; there is no actual 

dependency, no basis for the main action to depart from. In Sanskrit there 
seem to be no traces of an ablative absolute. ·- The Germanic and Balto

Slavic languages have only a >>dative absolute>>.3 

The Latin ablative absolute would at the first sight appear to be the evidence 

we are looking for. But a closer analysis of it, such as LINKOMIES 4 has made, 
shows that it may be explained out of conditions speculiar to Latin. LINKO

~MIES is certainly right in regarding the sociative ablative - i.e. a variant of 

the old instrumental - as the main idea underlying the ablative absolute 

such as it exists in historical Latin; 5 and he may also be right in doubting 

1 This is shown, for instance, by the fact that the ablative of historical times on the whole 
demands elucidation by means of prepositions. Note also the fact that the morphological 
process in question was not a fusion like that of old locative and dative (and probably also· 
instrumental) forms, resulting in the Greek >>dative>>, but a complete victory of the genitive 
forms over the ablative forms. 

2 See WHITNEY, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 100 f. The exact derivation of the construction is. 
uncertain. At any rate it is probably to be connected with the tendency, in later Sanskrit, 
to extend the use of the genitive at the expense of other cases. The preference for GA con
structions with the (active) present participle of the verb pay- >>to see>> is remarkable and stresses. 
the difference from the Greek GA. 

3 Probably a dativus commodi; cf. BRUGMANN, Kurze vergl. Gramm., p. 610. 
4 See above p. 199 note 1. 
5 This had before been suggested, among others, by TAMMELIN (TAMMIO) and BRUGMANN:: 

see LINKOMIES p. 24 ff. 
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the existence of a really absolute ablative construction in Oscan and U mbrian.1 

However, with the Homeric GA in mind it is tempting to suppose that in 

origin the Latin ablative absolute really was an ablative proper, and that the 
sociative associations came in with it later, just like the pertinentive-partitive 

associations coming in with the Greek GA: in the complex formation of the 

Latin >>ablative>> the instrumental notion is on the whole stronger than the 

ablative. An argument in favour of this hypothesis may be found by looking 
at the Old Latin use of appositional nouns in personal so-called ablative 

absolute, a phraseology which, contrary to many participial types of con

struction, may seem to be without Greek parallels.2 In Plautus the following 

words occur in this usage: 3 auctor (me auctore, etc.), arbiter, iudex, advocatus,_ 
adiutor, adiutrix, interpres, impulsor, lubens, invitus, vivus, praesens, absens. Though 
me auctore and the like may be quite naturally taken as sociative ablatives,. 

they form at the same time a condition, a background, a point of departure 

for the main action. It is remarkable that secondary circumstances, irrelevant 
for the main idea (e.g. * me milite exercitus progressus est), are not expressed by 

this type of ablative absolute, though they wou'Id appear to be quite normal 

',yith a sociative ablative (cf. the type capillis dissolutis). And is it mere coin-· 

cidence, or due to secondary influence from Greek, that the >>will and call>>

type as well as the >>lifejdeath>>-type and the >>presencejabsence>>-type are 
represented in the above-mentioned group of words? 

These problems, or apparent problems, cannot be solved here. I have only 

wanted to indicate some possible supports for the theory that the Greek 

GA, being originally ablative, reflects an old (Western?) IE. usage. 

1 P. 33 ff. Cases such as toutad praesentid may, at any rate, be due to Latin influence. 
2 It corresponds to the well-known tendency, in older Latin, to avoid present participles 

except in a purely nominal sense. Note the lack of a present participle for the verb esse. 
3 Cf. LINKOMIES p. 44 ff., esp. p. 72. 




